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� information fusion� restrited ommuniation models2 Model2.1 SpaeThe game is played on a retangular board of size XMAX by YMAX. Eah loation L is identi�edby its (x,y) oordinate, 0 � x < XMAX, 0 � y < YMAX, and an be in one of two states, aes-sible or inaessible. Aessible loations an be oupied by one or more entities involved in thegame. Inaessible loations an not be oupied by any entity. For a given loation L we de�neneighborhood of L as:neighborhood(L) = fall aessible loations X for whih jX:x� L:xj � 1 and jX:y � L:yj � 1and not (X.x = L.x and X.y = L.y)g2.2 Entities involved in the gameThe board is populated with following entities:� attaker agents� defender agents� targetsEah agent has a unique identi�er. The parameters ENTITY IDS and INITIAL POSITIONS desribe,respetively, the identi�ers and initial positions of the entities on the board. At eah instant anentity oupies one aessible loation of the board. An aessible loation an have one of thefollowing on�gurations of entities at any instant:� empty� one or more attaker� one or more defender� a target2.3 State of the agentThe state maintained at eah agent ontains a set of variables enoding the information that theagent gathered, for example, the time-stamped history of san results, reeived messages, and resultsof move operations. Moreover the agent's state may ontain any information that agent derived fromits state.AD game January 31, 2002 Page 2



2.4 Allowed ations for attakers and defendersAn agent at loation L an perform following ations:� Move(lo): to a loation lo in its neighborhood. The operation returns boolean value oftrue when the move sueeded and false when the operation failed (due to the loation beinginaessible, oupied by a target, or oupied by agents of di�erent type).� San(lo): a neighboring loation. The result of the san operation onsists of following data:{ oupany type - spei�es the type of entities at the loation. Possible values are:� 0 - empty loation� 1 - loation oupied by the agents of the same type� 2 - loation oupied by the agents of the opposite type� 3 - loation oupied by a target� 4 - inaessible loation{ expeted number of entities at the loation (used for oupany type 2){ maximal deviation from the expeted value (used for oupany type 2)There is a funtion SCAN RESULT FUNCTION that de�nes distribution of values.� Chat(agent id(s)): ommuniate with other agents. An agent an send one message to CHAT DEGREEother agents of its kind. The message may ontain part or all of the pereived world informa-tion of the agent. The message is sent using the destination agent's identi�er as the reeiveraddress. An agent an reeive multiple messages from other agents of its kind.2.5 Strategy of the agentEah agent de�nes a STRATEGY FUNCTION that implements its logi of exeution. The funtionmay make use of the agent's state and perform ations allowed for the agent.2.6 Allowed target ationsAt eah instant a target is loated at a board loation. The target an move to a neighboring emptyloation. Eah target has a distribution funtion TARGET MOVE DIST de�ning the probability oftarget to move to one of neighboring loations or to stay at the urrent loation.Notes: The TARGET MOVE DIST funtion may depend on loation or its neighborhood. For exam-ple, the funtion may de�ne equal probabilities for 8 neighboring loations and urrently oupiedloation. On the other hand we an have the distribution preferring moves in a given diretion.2.7 Goal of the attakersThe goal of the attakers is to destroy all targets. The destrution of a target takes plae when thenumber of attakers in the target's neighborhood exeeds the number of defenders in this neighbor-hood by WINNING DIFFERENCE.AD game January 31, 2002 Page 3



2.8 Goal of the defendersThe goal of the defenders is to prevent attakers from destroying targets.3 Sample strategies3.1 Attaker's strategyEah of attaker agents exeutes following strategy:� move randomly searhing for a target� one the target is sensed deide whether to hase. To do so agent performs random seletionbetween two hoies: follow the target or ignore the target.� if the attaker deides to follow the target it starts moving in diretion of board position wherethe target was last sensed. Moreover the attaker sends messages to other attakers givingthem oordinate of the urrent target's loation.� eah agent that is not urrently hasing a target and reeives message from other agent startsmoving towards the diretion spei�ed in the message� the hase ends one either the hased target is destroyed or a spei�ed timeout expires3.2 Defender's strategy IEah of defender agents exeutes following strategy:� move randomly searhing for a target� one the target is sensed the defender remains near the target and sends messages to otherdefenders whih inlude endangered target's loation� eah defender that is not urrently proteting any targets and reeives the message startsmoving towards the loation spei�ed in the message� the defense stops only if the target is destroyed. In this ase defender starts searhing for newtarget.3.3 Defender's strategy IIEah of defender agents exeutes following strategy:� move randomly searhing for a target� one the target is sensed and the number of other defenders in the neighborhood is smallerthan spei�ed value the defender remains near the targetAD game January 31, 2002 Page 4



� if the defender �nds out that the number of attakers exeeds the number of defenders in thetarget's neighborhood, it sends messages to other defenders whih inludes endangered target'sloation� eah defender that is not urrently proteting any targets and reeives the message startsmoving towards the loation spei�ed in the message� the defense stops one the number of attakers in the target's neighborhood beomes smallerthan the number of defenders in this area4 The simulatorWe developed a software pakage that may be used to perform simulation of agents' behavior in theenvironment desribed above. The user spei�es strategy funtions for eah entity taking part inthe game and the system performs disrete simulation. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of the boardsituations as seen in the user's interfae. Figure 1 shows exeution with defenders using strategy I,while Figure 2 shows exeution with defenders using strategy II.
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Figure 1: Sample game with defenders exeuting the strategy I. Targets are depited as red squares, attakers asblak dots, and defenders as green dots.
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Figure 2: Sample game with defenders exeuting the strategy II. Targets are depited as red squares, attakersas blak dots, and defenders as green dots.
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